Introduction {#s1}
============

When human listeners localize sounds in space they make use of several different acoustic cues, including interaural time differences (ITD) and interaural level differences (ILD), as well as monaural spectral cues. In real world listening, the magnitude and reliability of each cue varies significantly across frequency and over time; however, the perception of sound location remains stable. That is, not all cues affect perception with equal weight. In particular, binaural cues present at sound onset tend to dominate perception (Stecker et al., [@B30]), a phenomenon that is dramatically illustrated by the Franssen effect (Franssen, [@B8]; Hartmann and Rakerd, [@B12]), and depicted in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. This illusion occurs when the onset (i.e., the first few milliseconds) and the remainder of a sound are presented from different loudspeakers in a room. The entirety of the sound is perceived to emanate from the onset loudspeaker for several seconds or more, even though the other loudspeaker presents nearly all of the sound energy. The illusion of the Franssen effect thus illustrates "onset dominance" in sound localization and reveals a powerful dissociation between the spatial perception and the physical features of an auditory stimulus. The Franssen effect is strong for tonal stimuli presented in reverberant space, a situation in which ongoing cues are rendered ambiguous. Onset dominance in periodic headphone-presented sound shares many characteristics with the Franssen illusion (Stecker et al., [@B30]), rendering these aspects open to investigation in controlled environments and by techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

![**Background and methods. (A)** In the Franssen effect, a tone is briefly presented from one loudspeaker (1, blue), and quickly cross-faded to a second loudspeaker (2, gray). Although only loudspeaker 2 sounds during most of the tone's duration (upper inset plots physical waveform), listeners erroneously perceive the sound to emanate from the loudspeaker that presented the onset (i.e., speaker 1; lower inset illustrates the resulting percept). This type of effect can be quantified by measuring a "temporal weighting function" that plots the perceptual "weight" which listeners apply to each part of the sound duration (Stecker et al., [@B30]). **(B)** The temporal weighting function for interaural level differences (ILD) carried by a train of 16 clicks repeating at 2 ms ICI reveals largest weight on the first click (blue), consistent with onset dominance as seen in the Franssen effect. **(C)** Click-train stimuli modified from Stecker et al. ([@B30]) were used in the current study. Upper: in the full-cue condition, all 16 clicks carry the same ILD value. Lower: the onset-only condition tests ILD carried only by the first click; other clicks carry zero ILD, thus providing a simulation of the Franssen effect over headphones. **(D)** Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined on the average cortical surface (FSaverage). Colors indicate boundaries of Heschl's gyrus (HG), anterior superior temporal gyrus (aSTG) and posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) relative to cortical gyri (light gray) and sulci (dark gray). Lower panel illustrates "dual-stream" theories of primate auditory cortex (AC; Rauschecker and Scott, [@B25]): AC core regions (HG) exhibit sensitivity to stimulus features including binaural cues (gray star). Information propagates from core to anterior regions (aSTG) that lack spatial sensitivity (no star) and to posterior regions (pSTG) that maintain sensitivity to binaural/spatial cues (gray star) and are implicated in the perceptual processing of auditory space (blue star).](fnsys-11-00035-g0001){#F1}

Several human imaging studies have exploited optical illusions in order to distinguish physical vs. perceptual representations in the visual cortex. For example, Murray et al. ([@B20]) showed that blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) activity in primary visual cortex (V1) scales with the perceived size of an object and not simply the extent of its retinal image. Similarly, Barendregt et al. ([@B2]) used binocular disparity to reveal a transformation from representations of retinal position in human V1 to perceived cyclopean (unified binocular) position in V2. Thus, for different dimensions of visual stimuli, Murray et al. ([@B20]) demonstrated perceptual representations in V1, whereas Barendregt et al. ([@B2]) demonstrated the emergence of perceptual representations across cortical regions. Single-unit recording methods have been similarly employed, and Rajala et al. ([@B24]) recently demonstrated strong correlations between neural activity in the rhesus monkey inferior colliculus and behavioral responses to Franssen stimuli, suggesting a possible subcortical origin of the illusion. The current study addresses whether similar perceptual---as opposed to physical representations---are at work in the human auditory cortex (AC), and if they emerge across the hierarchy of cortical regions (Yagcioglu and Ungan, [@B35]).

Sound-driven responses in the AC are broadly tuned to the spatial features of sounds, particularly the ILD. Typically, stronger responses are elicited by sounds that are more intense in the contralateral ear (corresponding to sound sources located in the contralateral hemifield), as measured via single unit recordings in animal models (Phillips and Irvine, [@B23]; Lui et al., [@B17]) and by BOLD fMRI in human listeners (Jäncke et al., [@B14]; Stecker et al., [@B31]; McLaughlin et al., [@B19]). It is not known, however, whether this contralateral dominance reflects a *sensory* representation of the physical cues or a *perceptual* representation of contralateral auditory space.

In order to investigate whether spatial tuning in the human AC reflects the perceived or the physical features of sounds, we used fMRI to measure BOLD-response tuning to ILD carried by rapid trains of high-frequency narrowband clicks. Here, ILD cues were applied to the initial click in each train, and BOLD responses compared to a companion data set (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]) that applied ILD to all clicks in each train. Previous work in our lab has quantified listeners' Franssen-like perception of such sounds, in that spatial judgments are strongly dominated by the binaural features of the first (onset) click (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) even when other clicks are present with different cue values (Brown and Stecker, [@B3]; Stecker et al., [@B30]). Importantly, these psychoacoustical results validate onset-dominated spatial perception using headphone stimulation compatible with fMRI studies, and informed the choice of stimuli used in this study. If AC responses reflect the behaviorally resolved *spatial perception*, similar ILD tuning should be observed regardless of whether the cue is applied to all clicks or only to the first, since the remaining clicks are illusorily perceived at the initial location. On the other hand, if AC responses reflect the *physical spatial cues*, they should reveal minimal to non-existent tuning to the onset-only ILD stimuli, since the majority of clicks are presented with a fixed 0 dB ILD.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Data from nine participants (five female) were collected at the University of Washington Diagnostic Imaging Sciences Center in Seattle, WA, USA. The full-cue and onset-only ILD datasets were collected in the same imaging session for all participants. The full-cue dataset was described in a previous publication (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]) using alternate analytical approaches. Here, those data were reanalyzed and comprise the comparison, or control dataset ("full-cue" condition). The experimental protocol, imaging and preprocessing analysis were identical to those described in that study. All participants were between 18 years and 35 years old, right handed, with no tonal language experience, no known history of neurological disorders, and no contra-indications to MR scanning. Pure-tone audiometry confirmed normal hearing in all participants (thresholds within 20 dB of normal in each ear at all octave frequencies from 500 Hz to 8000 Hz). This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations and guidelines of the University of Washington Human Subjects Division with written informed consent from all subjects. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the University of Washington Institutional Review Board.

*Stimuli* were presented in trials of 1-s duration. Within each trial, four brief (151-ms) stimuli were presented in successive randomly-timed intervals. The individual stimuli were trains of 16 Gaussian-filtered impulses ("Gabor clicks") presented at a click rate of 500 per second (one click per 2 ms). Stimulus center frequency was 4000 Hz and −3 dB bandwidth was 0.8 octaves (2230 Hz). The use of multiple intervals per trial subserved the task element of the experiment, in which participants detected occasional pitch deviation in one of the intervals (i.e., the task was four-interval, same/different discrimination). The ILD value for each trial was assigned (identically on all four intervals) pseudorandomly from a set of nine ILD values (±30, ±20, ±10, ±5, 0 dB). By convention, negative values indicate leftward ILD (greater intensity in the left ear). ILD was implemented by increasing level by half the test ILD value in one ear and decreasing level by half the test value in the other ear. Except for an equally likely tenth "silent" condition presented at an inaudible level (−10 dB SPL; not included in this analysis), sounds were presented at an average binaural level (ABL) of 80 dB SPL. The inter-trial time ranged randomly from 0 s to 5 s. The order of ILD conditions followed a continuous carryover paradigm (Aguirre, [@B1]), to ensure equal numbers of trials for each possible pairing of conditions (0 dB followed by +20 dB, etc). Thus, stimulus trials were pseudorandomly counterbalanced across 20 trials per condition (200 trials total) within each imaging run.

In the *full-cue* ILD experiment (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]), all 16 clicks in each train carried the same ILD value (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; upper), which varied from trial to trial. In the *onset-only* condition tested here (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; lower), the ILD of the first click (the onset) varied from trial to trial; clicks 2--16 carried zero ILD and did not vary from trial to trial. Sounds were presented using custom Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) routines, synthesized with Tucker Davis Technologies RP2.1 (Alachua, FL, USA), and delivered to listeners via piezoelectric insert earphones (Sensimetrics S14, Malden, MA, USA) enclosed within circumaural ear defenders to attenuate scanner noise by \~40 dB.

*Imaging* was performed at 3 Tesla (Philips Achieva, Eindhoven Netherlands). In both the full-cue (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]), and onset-only condition each participant completed two imaging runs, approximately 10 min each. A high-resolution T1-weighted whole brain structural image (MPRAGE) was also acquired for each participant and used for registration of functional data and cortical surface extraction using Freesurfer 4.1 (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, MGH, Boston, MA). Functional scans acquired BOLD data using a continuous event-related imaging paradigm (echo-planar imaging, TR = 2 s, 42 slices, 2.75 × 2.75 × 3 mm resolution). Subjects were instructed to fixate on a visual center cross projected onto a visible screen, and to indicate (by button press) when infrequent pitch-change "targets" occurred. Targets occurred randomly, on average once per 13 s, and consisted of increased click rate on the third interval of a trial, perceived as a change in pitch. Note that the task paradigm requires discrimination along a dimension (pitch change) orthogonal to the experimental manipulation of interest (ILD condition). This approach was chosen to ensure active listening on the part of the participant without introducing response and attention variables. In addition to sound delivery, custom Matlab routines were used to log event timing for stimulus presentation, target presentation, responses and scanner acquisition triggers.

Preprocessing and ROI Analyses {#s2-1}
------------------------------

Functional data for each run were pre-processed using FEAT (FSL 4.1, FMRIB, Oxford, UK (Smith et al., [@B26])) to perform high-pass filtering (100 s), motion correction, B0 unwarping and skull-stripping. In each hemisphere, AC was parcellated into three regions of interest (ROIs): Heschl's gyrus (HG), anterior superior temporal gyrus (aSTG) and posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) using the Freesurfer-provided Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., [@B7]). Using this atlas, the superior temporal gyrus (STG) was subdivided into anterior and posterior STG regions at its intersection with HG (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]). To create subject-specific ROIs, template ROIs were defined on the Freesurfer average surface, mapped to each individual's cortical surface, and projected to his/her functional 3-D volume (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Functional Univariate Analysis {#s2-2}
------------------------------

Trial-to-trial measures of activation were quantified by extracting and temporally interpolating the 12-s signal time course aligned to the onset of each trial, followed by linear regression of the interpolated time course with a hemodynamic response function adapted from Glover ([@B10]), using FMRISTAT Matlab toolbox[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}. The function was defined by the difference of two gamma functions with the following parameters: 3.5 (Peak 1), 5.2 (FWHM 1), 10.8 (Peak 2), 7.35 (FWHM 2), 0.35 (Dip), where 1 and 2 refer to the first and second gamma functions. The resulting beta weight defined the response magnitude at each voxel on each trial. Univariate ILD tuning functions (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were quantified by averaging across voxels in each ROI and calculating the main effect of ILD modulation using repeated-measures ANOVA for each hemisphere for each region. Multi-voxel classification (see below) made use of the trial- and voxel-specific responses without averaging.

![**Univariate results. (A)** Univariate ILD tuning functions plot average beta weights for all voxels in left and right hemisphere for aSTG, HG and pSTG in response to sounds varying in ILD in the full-cue (veridical lateralization; dashed gray lines) and onset-only (illusory lateralization; black lines) conditions. Thin gray line depicts 1/16th of the full-cue tuning function, indicating the hypothetical response to the physical features of the onset-only sound. **(B)** Average of beta weights across left and right hemisphere in response to leftward (−30, −20, −10 dB ILD), center (−5, 0, +5 dB ILD) and rightward (+10, +20, +30 dB ILD) sounds for the full-cue (gray) and onset-only (black) stimuli. Error bars reflect SEM across participants. Asterisks reflect significant difference based on paired *t*-test (*p* \< 0.05; FDR controlled).](fnsys-11-00035-g0002){#F2}

Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis {#s2-3}
----------------------------

Patterns of voxel activity were extracted for three ROIs (HG, aSTG and pSTG). Separately for each ROI, half of the trials were selected randomly and used to train a linear classifier (LIBSVM; Chang and Lin, [@B4]) on the nine ILD conditions. The remaining trials formed a test set for independent cross-validation of classification performance. Classification data were saved into a confusion matrix, and the entire process (selection of training and test sets and cross-validation) was repeated 1000 times for each ROI in each hemisphere. A separate permutation dataset was similarly generated by randomly shuffling the ILD trial labels in order to estimate the sampling distribution of classification performance and allow permutation tests of significance. Statistical analyses of classification results were conducted using this 1000-fold permutation test, and reported to one significant digit. Classification accuracy was defined as the probability of correct classification, and root-mean squared error measurements (RMS error) were calculated to quantify the magnitude (in units of dB ILD) of errors observed for each condition. RMS error data in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are presented relative to chance performance to allow clearer visualization of departures from 0.

![**Multi-Voxel Pattern Analysis (MVPA) results for (A)** aSTG, **(B)** HG and **(C)** pSTG, show confusion matrices for the full-cue (first row) and onset-only (second row) stimuli. Color scale indicates classification rate. Target (presented) ILDs are organized along the *x*-axis, and response (predicted) ILDs along the *y*-axis. Third and fourth rows plot mean accuracy and root-mean squared (RMS) error with respect to chance, as a function of ILD for full-cue (gray) and onset-only (black) conditions. Dashed lines indicate level of chance performance (11% accuracy or 0% RMS error); asterisks indicate significant difference with respect to the permuted dataset (*p* \< 0.05).](fnsys-11-00035-g0003){#F3}

Results {#s3}
=======

Task Performance {#s3-1}
----------------

Behavioral data for the pitch detection task was collected from the nine participants during the four imaging runs. Performance was quite good (mean *d'* = 2.4, *σ* = 0.48), indicating that participants actively listened to the sound stimuli. No performance differences were observed between runs or stimulus type. Participants were not asked to make speeded responses; nevertheless, response times were consistent across subjects with a mean of 1.4 s (*σ* = 0.12 s) calculated from the onset of each sound trial.

Univariate Analyses Reveal Bilateral Tuning to Full-Cue and Onset-Only ILD in HG and pSTG {#s3-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} plots ILD tuning functions in each ROI (rows) and hemisphere (columns). Within each panel, dashed gray lines plot full-cue ILD tuning functions extracted from ILD data of McLaughlin et al. ([@B19]). These show no modulation to ILD in aSTG (right aSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 0.76, n.s.; left aSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 0.72, n.s.) but significant modulation in HG and pSTG (right HG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 5.63, *p* \< 0.05; left HG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 4.45, *p* \< 0.05; right pSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 3.28, *p* \< 0.05; left pSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 4.28, *p* \< 0.05). These data are also re-plotted after scaling by a factor of 1/16 (thin gray line) to indicate the "average physical cue" expectation for ILD tuning in the onset condition. Because the majority of clicks in the onset condition carry 0 dB ILD, the hypothetical tuning functions appear quite flat, reflecting the null hypothesis that AC activity follows the physical cues rather than the illusory spatial perception induced by the onset-only stimuli. In contrast to that expectation, ILD tuning functions observed in the onset-only condition (solid black lines) show clear modulation by ILD (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; right HG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 3.0, *p* \< 0.05; left HG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 1.86, n.s.; right pSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 3.01, *p* \< 0.05; left pSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 2.17, *p* \< 0.05), which appears generally consistent with the shape of full-cue ILD tuning functions. HG and pSTG demonstrate greater activity at contralateral and midline, relative to intermediate, ILD values. aSTG demonstrates minimal modulation to onset ILD cues (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; right aSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 1.60, n.s.; left aSTG: *F*~(8,8)~ = 1.96, n.s.), as expected from lack of modulation to full-cue ILDs. Comparison of activation across full-cue and onset-only conditions for leftward (−30, −20, −10 dB ILD) and rightward (+10, +20, +30 dB ILD) conditions reveals significantly larger responses to the full-cue stimuli (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, asterisks denote significance based on paired *t*-test, all controlled for false discovery rate; minimum *t-value* reported for leftward *t*~(8)~ = 2.6, *p* \< 0.05; rightward *t*~(8)~ = 2.23, *p* \< 0.05). An additional (and unexpected) feature of tuning to onset ILD is the enhanced response to near-midline (−5, 0, 5 dB) positions in the onset-only vs. full-cue condition, visible as a bump in the tuning function in all ROIs (black line), and statistically greater for the onset in HG (*t*~(8)~ = 4.2, *p* \< 0.05) and pSTG (*t*~(8)~ = 2.8, *p* \< 0.05).

Multi-Voxel Analyses Reveal Robust Classification of Full-Cue (Physical) ILD in HG and pSTG, and of Onset-Only (Perceived) ILD in pSTG {#s3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The sensitivity of AC responses to ILD is clearly apparent in the tuning functions of Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Yet some forms of sensitivity can be masked in the overall response. For example, some neural populations may increase their response while others decrease their response with changes in ILD. Multi-voxel patterns can sometimes capture such differences. Successful classification of patterns provides broader evidence of ILD sensitivity than do average tuning functions alone. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} plots the results of such an analysis. Trial-to-trial voxel patterns in each ROI were used to train and cross-validate ILD classification by a support vector machine. To our knowledge, this is the first auditory demonstration of multi-voxel scaling along a parametrically manipulated stimulus dimension, as opposed to binary classification of discrete categories. Successful classification of ILD values was observed across a range of conditions, with performance exceeding chance levels by up to 22%. That performance is roughly on par with other attempts at multi-voxel classification in the auditory system (De Martino et al., [@B6]; Obleser et al., [@B22]; Kumar et al., [@B15]; Gardumi et al., [@B9]).

Confusion matrices representing classification percentage reveal a limited ability of aSTG patterns to classify ILD in either condition (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Classification accuracy in aSTG was significantly above chance, as determined by 1000-fold permutation test (*p* \< 0.02) only in the left hemisphere for the full-cue +30 dB (contralateral) condition (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; third row). In HG (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), significant classification of full-cue ILD was found in both right (accuracy: *p* \< 0.001; RMS error: *p* \< 0.03) and left (accuracy: *p* \< 0.001; RMS error: *p* \< 0.003) hemispheres for the most contralateral values. ILD classification by HG in the onset-only condition was poor, and above chance only for the −30 dB ILD condition in right HG (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; accuracy: *p* \< 0.05, RMS error: *p* \< 0.05). The best classification performance was observed in pSTG (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}): contralateral full-cue ILDs were successfully classified for the most contralateral ILDs in right (accuracy: *p* \< 0.001; RMS error: *p* \< 0.002) and left hemispheres (accuracy: *p* \< 0.001; RMS error: *p* \< 0.001), as were contralateral onset-only ILDs (Right hemisphere accuracy: *p* \< 0.001, RMS error: *p* \< 0.02; Left hemisphere accuracy: *p* \< 0.01, RMS error: *p* \< 0.03). In the onset-only condition, direct comparison of ILD classification accuracy across regions of right AC reveals significantly higher accuracy in pSTG than HG (paired *t*-test: *t*~(8)~ = 4.3, *p* \< 0.05).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The results of this study suggest that BOLD responses in human AC are sensitive to the perceived, and not merely the physical features of sound location. In particular, restricting the ILD to the onset of a high-frequency sound does not eliminate tuning to that cue in BOLD responses, just as it does not eliminate the lateral perception of such sounds (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the greatest ILD sensitivity---in both full-cue and onset-only conditions---was observed in core and posterior regions of the AC (HG and pSTG; Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). That observation is consistent with previous studies of human AC (Yagcioglu and Ungan, [@B35]; Stecker et al., [@B31]; McLaughlin et al., [@B19]), and with the proposed specialization of posterior AC regions, as part of a dorsal "stream," for spatial processing and perception (Maeder et al., [@B18]; Tian et al., [@B33]; Warren and Griffiths, [@B34]; Lomber and Malhotra, [@B16]).

In both HG and pSTG, BOLD response tuning to onset-only ILD remained significantly more modulated than expected for simple tuning to the average cue physically present in the stimulus. The magnitude of ILD modulation was reduced, however, when compared to the full-cue condition (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that both the onset and the later portions of the sound contributed to ILD tuning. That result is in fact quite consistent with psychophysical studies using similar stimuli (Stecker and Hafter, [@B29]; Stecker and Brown, [@B27]; Stecker et al., [@B30]). Those studies have repeatedly demonstrated that although the first click's ILD has the largest overall impact on sound localization, the ILD of the last few clicks also contributes significantly. Equal weighting of the initial and final ILD would result in approximately 50% reduction in response modulation by ILD, a value that appears roughly consistent with the tuning functions of Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, ILD tuning functions strongly suggest that responses in the human AC (particularly in HG and pSTG) correlate to the perceptually-weighted, not raw, binaural cues and thus generally to *spatial perception*---whether veridical or illusory---rather than the physical stimulus.

It is worth noting that as compared to ILD, the psychophysical weighting of interaural *time* differences (ITD) is more absolutely dominated by the onset ITD cue (see Stecker et al., [@B30]). Attempts to measure onset-ITD tuning using fMRI have not been successful, however, in part because BOLD response tuning to full-cue ITD appears quite weak (McLaughlin et al., [@B19]). Future studies should continue to investigate these issues, as they suggest important differences in AC sensitivity to ITD and ILD. Because ITD is widely viewed as the dominant sound-localization cue for human listeners, understanding such differences is critical to relating AC BOLD measurements to sound localization.

Contemporary models of AC organization hypothesize that information flows from core AC regions (e.g., primary AC) to higher-order AC regions located anterior and posterior to the core. Functionally, posterior regions appear more sensitive to the spatial aspects of sounds and tasks, while anterior regions appear more strongly involved with non-spatial aspects such as sound identity (Rauschecker and Scott, [@B25]). As illustrated in Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, these hierarchical models suggest the possibility that a perceptual representation of auditory space, subject to spatial illusions, will emerge as a consequence of this information flow from core regions near HG to posterior regions of the superior temporal gyrus (pSTG). The data presented here are at least roughly consistent with that possibility. Multi-voxel pattern analyses (MVPA) revealed greater onset-ILD sensitivity in right pSTG than HG, compared to more equivalent representations of full-cue ILD in both regions. Together with the results of studies in other domains (e.g., categorical speech representation), and with respect to subcortical neural encoding of the Franssen illusion (Rajala et al., [@B24]) this result supports a cortical hierarchical transformation from relatively more *sensory* representations in HG to more *perceptual* representations in pSTG (Griffiths and Warren, [@B11]; Rauschecker and Scott, [@B25]; Chang et al., [@B5]; Steinschneider et al., [@B32]). These higher-order perceptual representations exhibit sensitivity to spatial illusions, such as the Franssen effect, and could play a role in emphasizing reliable spatial features (such as sound onsets) that subserve stable perception in noisy and reverberant environments. The results suggest that aSTG does not play a major role in such processes underlying *spatial* perception. Yet it could be that anterior belt regions similarly contribute to stable perception of non-spatial features, such as pattern discrimination (Lomber and Malhotra, [@B16]; Norman-Haignere et al., [@B21]).

A surprising feature of the onset-only ILD tuning functions plotted in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is the conspicuous "bump" in response to near-midline ILD (±5 dB). Full-cue ILD tuning functions exhibit clear response minima near 0 dB ILD, consistent with previous studies (Stecker et al., [@B31]). Functions for onset-only ILD, in contrast, exhibit two minima around ±10 dB, and a local maximum in between. This feature is apparent to varying extent in both hemispheres and all ROIs, including anterior STG. We suspect that this feature relates to the 0-dB ILD of the post-onset clicks. As noted above, perceptual weighting for ILD emphasizes both onset and offset clicks (Stecker and Brown, [@B28]). When the ILD of the onset and offset differ sufficiently, the auditory percept may appear to broaden or move. Note that the short duration (32-ms) of stimuli used here would have minimized the perception of such effects; moreover, participants did not report these effects. Nevertheless, the cortical representations of sounds with similar onset and offset ILD values might reflect greater perceptual fusion of the two values than when onset and offset differ. Previous fMRI literature has, in fact, suggested stronger responses to fused vs. segregated sound features (Huang et al., [@B13]). It is possible that the ILD tuning bump near 0 dB reflects a similar phenomenon, and thus might relate more strongly to perceptual grouping of onset and offset than to binaural tuning *per se*. It is worth noting that this feature was also evident in aSTG, although attenuated and not statistically significant. That is, despite otherwise minimal sensitivity to ILD, there was a trend for greater response to ILD values around the midline. It could be that anterior STG contains a subset of spatially sensitive voxels that are diluted by a majority of non-spatially sensitive voxels, in this case the bump is just an attenuated version of that observed in HG and posterior STG. More generally, it is not clear whether the position of this bump reflects the similarity in ILD of onset- and post-onset clicks, or potentially a special feature of the region of auditory space corresponding to the auditory midline. Future studies should address this question, for example by opposing onset and offset cues over a broader range of ILD values.
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